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The, challenges and headaches!

“They are endless" was Jennifer's response when we asked her about the challenges the clinic 
faced. The coders she was working didn't understand the complexities of orthopedic and spine 
care coding. "They always goof up when it comes to coding for injections, which I understandare 
difficult to code".

We promised Jennifer that with us she could finally get the support she was looking for. We 
have a specialized team on board for back pain, spine care and orthopedic coding and billing 
services. They code accurately for lipoma removals, decompression procedures, injection for 
post operative pain control, spinalfusion procedures and epidurals.

The backbone of spine care practices!

Billing for back pain can be a backbreaking job. The difference between coding for back pain and 
back spasm, between code 724.5 and 724.8 can confound the most experienced of coders.

And coding for spinal surgery is a different matter altogether. According to a recent statistic 40% 
of spinal surgery codes are inaccurate.

It requires more than just coding knowledge. It requires years of experience in thefield to fight 
against the odds. BillingParadise has helped spine care and back pain management centers to do 
just that.

The pain of a spinal care center ...

Jennifer Peterson runs a spinal care center in Greenwood village, Colorado. Her troubles she   
complained began and ended with billing. The clinic handled about 100 patients per day and that 
translated into enormous amount of billing and documentation tasks.“Am sick of being holed in 
my clinic the whole day and despite staying back after 8 I still have work piled on the next day.

My billers are not helping me either. The 
revenue of my practice has taken a hit 

but no one is willing to sort things out for 
me" she said.{ }“ ”
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Forgotten claims...

We promised Jennifer that with us she could finally get the support she was looking for. We have 
a specialized team on board for back pain, spine care and orthopedic coding and billing services. 
They code accurately for lipoma removals, decompression procedures, injection for post               
operative pain control, spinalfusion procedures and epidurals.

Front end revenue cycle hassles...

Scheduling, eligibility checks, medical necessity ABNs, were compromised on to handle the more 
urgent task of pacifying patients who routinely became the victims of haphazard

Scheduling. We offered to take over the front end tasks and perform appointment scheduling and 
insurance eligibility checks.

So that leaves me to do the patient billing alone?

Jennifer was elated when we told her that our complete claims management cycle would be 
taken care of. She exulted that would take a heavy load of her shoulders, and leave her to manage 
just patient billing and self pay management. We told her that she didn't have to. Our services 
included patient billing too. We raised claims within a week of the patient walking into the clinic 
and ensured that patient statement, were simple and understandable

We have a 24/7 patient billing helpline and include the toll free number in all our patient          
statements. This helps us to routinely check up on payments and collect revenue without bein-
goverbearing.

The matter of the EMR!

Billingparadise has helped many practices from cookie cutter situations. And we have always 
been known for the EMR billing support we offer. When Jennifer/ mentioned they used Eclinical 
works,  our immediate reaction was that she was in luck. It is the EMR that most of our clients use 
and we can work with it in our sleep! Being safe…

When you work with us your data is safe because it never leaves your practice. There is notedious 
downloading and uploading of information and a million do's and don'ts. We use the log in access 
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and we can work with it in our sleep! Being safe…

When you work with us your data is safe because it never leaves your practice. There is notedious 
downloading and uploading of information and a million do's and don'ts. We use the log in access 

provided by our clients. “But am a bit unsure of this how many people will access my EMR?” 
Asked Jennifer when she called us up to work out the modalities.

We assured her that only the authorized billing team and account manager who are specifically 
allocated to handle the billing tasks of her practice, were allowed access. We informed her that 
we usually worked with the NP/PA edit level access

We receive provider information from ecw EMR in the ADTHL7 access. We receive the patient and 
order information in the securely encrypted RU HL7 format.. Which means our client data is as 
safe as sealed!

Do I have to pay an extra charge?

Jennifer was concerned of footing a heavy bill. The advantage of working with us is that there is 
no set up fees which amounts to almost 300$ and no monthly minimums. Well this means no 
confounding, ifs and buts, but transparent,systematic and efficient billing support.
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